
Class of 2020 students and parents/guardians,  
 
We recognize that this time has been difficult and certainly not the way we all wanted to end the year. But as 
we have said, we are committed to making this time special for our seniors and their families. With the help 
of a senior class committee (senior student council members and parents), we determined 5 different options 
for graduation and asked you all to rank them based on your preference. The results heavily indicated that a 
delayed traditional graduation was the preference, followed by the options listed below. We will do our 
absolute best to provide a traditional ceremony and have set the following two dates for the graduation based 
on our parent/student survey results!  

 
Sunday, July 12th  

Saturday, August 1st 
 
All of this depends heavily on recommendations by county, state, and federal departments of health and 
other officials. But if we are allowed, we will have a traditional graduation on July 12th. If this is still not an 
option, then we will communicate with advanced notice that we will be moving our graduation to August 
1st. This will be our final day and one of the following four options listed below, ranked by first through 4th 
choice, will take place depending on the guidance at the time.  
 
A couple other updates are that Senior Awards Night will be held virtually and we will release a special 
video of scholarship presentations on Tuesday, May 19th at 7:00 pm. We are also working to find two dates 
that will work for prom this summer in the hopes we can still have this event. More details will be coming 
next week!  
 
For additional questions, please contact Mr. Anderson. Thank you for your continued patience and 
understanding during this unprecedented time.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Mr. Anderson 
HS Principal 
tanderson@denver.k12.ia.us 

 
**All options will be live streamed** 

1st choice Delayed Traditional 
Graduation  

Wait until regulations are lifted and have a traditional graduation later in the 
summer.  

2nd choice Indoor Graduation with 
Limited Attendees 

Host a traditional graduation in the Cyclone Center in which only immediate 
family would be present and still maintain social distancing.  

3rd choice Outdoor Graduation with 
limited attendees 

Host a traditional graduation on the football field in which only immediate family 
would be present and still maintain social distancing.  

4th choice Indoor Graduation 
following the Department 
of Health Guidelines 

Host a graduation using the guidance provided by the department of health.  If 
options 1-2 are not possible, and weather prevents option 3, we will use this 
option.  We will still try to make the day special by handing out diplomas, 
presenting speeches, and doing as many “traditional” aspects as possible.  
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